I. Prepare a MARC worksheet for the book Costume Drawing by Hazel R. Doten and Constance Bolard in the cataloging box. (10 points) You need to do the following fields if applicable:

010  
020  
092  
1xx  
245  
250  
260  
300  
4xx  
5xx  
6xx  
7xx

II. Assign call numbers for the following: (20 points)

A. Botany Today by Allen Procter
B. Study and teaching of organic farming by Roger Ellis
C. Jigsaw puzzles by Alice Schultz
D. Libraries in Kentucky
E. Commentaries of the New Testament
F. Geography of Spain
G. Serial publication on oranges, lemons, limes, and grapefruits orchards
H. French slang
I. History of Ohio
J. Collection of Spanish fiction by several authors
K. Safety programs on hazardous machinery in industry
L. Russian/English English/Russian dictionary
M. A book of Robert Frost poems
N. Minerals of Colorado
O. Bibliography of oriental philosophy (Make two classification numbers)
P. The art of hand making lace pictures
Q. Horse racing in Kentucky
R. Whittling in West Virginia
S. Collective biography of psychologists (Use the form that DDC prefers)
T. Galleries of fine and decorative arts in Italy
U. Education of women in higher education

III. Assign a Cutter number for A, B, & C in number II.